WHERE HEALTHCARE BRANDS LIVE™

We believe life is about connections. And healthcare is about life. Which is why we strive for bold and evocative creative solutions that authentically connect with patients and HCPs. Xavier Creative House is an agile healthcare agency specializing in pharmaceutical, biotech, medical device, and health systems.

Agency Overview

- Women-Owned & Independently Managed
- Competitive Rate Scorecard
- Preferred Vendor Status
- Proficient with Regulatory & Compliance Review Standards
- Global Virtual Presence with Greater Philadelphia Home Base

Our Creative Expertise

- Healthcare Strategy, Creative & Execution
- Brand Identity & Messaging
- Campaign Development
- Conference Support
- Dynamic Digital Sales Tools
- Personal & Nonpersonal Promotion
- Patient Education Materials
- Professional Sales Promotion
- Social Media Marketing
- Website Design & Development

Meaningful Technology

- App Design & Development
- Immersive Multimedia
  — Virtual Reality
  — Augmented Reality
  — Mixed Reality
- Interactive Digital Panels
- Podcasts
- Video (Traditional & Nontraditional)
  — 3D
  — Interactive

Our Clients Include:

- Doylestown Health
- ELSEVIER
- Biogen
- Janssen
- Main Line Health
- Micro Medical Solutions
- Mount Sinai
- sensentia
- teva
- THROMBOLEX
- TouchPoint HEALTHCARE
- Valley Health System
- Veo Ophthalmics

“XAVIER-ZING” “INNOVATIVE” “MEMORABLE”

Contact

Sunny White
CEO
swhite@xaviercreative.com
267.328.7870

xaviercreative.com
215.583.2323
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